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ABSTRACT

Current changes in the way that large flight test systems are utilized have affected the
industry’s methodology in both the early design phases and in the implementation of next-
generation hardware and software. The reduction of available RF spectrum, the
implementation of packet telemetry methods and systems, and a desire to implement
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware are only some of the considerations that
telemetry systems integrators and product houses have to face.

This paper describes how test methodology changes affect current large systems design at
both government test ranges and at airframe/missile manufacturer test facilities. In
addition, consideration is given to the area of increased processing power as it affects
hardware and software design, the leveraging of such current and future
telecommunications technology as network switch technology and compression, cross
utilization, standardized technology, and the movement toward platform-independent
software.
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INTRODUCTION

Changes in the utilization of real-time telemetry processing systems installed into flight test
ground stations have forced a multitude of changes in the way that systems designers
think and plan for both upgrades and ground-up installations, including:

• System usage for more than just real-time processing
• High amounts of varied users



• Integration of test and training
• Linking of distributed simulations
• Reduced testing times

In addition, today’s current systems designer needs to wear many more hats. Expertise is
required in such varied areas as network design and management, hardware-independent
graphical user interfaces, integrated radio frequency equipment into COTS processors,
and rotary head and digital recording techniques to name a few.

This paper defines these changes, how and why they came about, and the effects they
have on current and future systems design.

HISTORY

Telemetry in the United States began to evolve as a technology for research during World
War II. The use of radio telemetry in aviation development began as an outgrowth of the
need to understand aeroelastic flutter problems in high-performance jets. Systems used in
those days were either AM or FM or some variation (i.e., AM/AM AM/FM, FM/AM,
FM/FM). All that a ground station required was a discriminator and a radio.

Eventually, progress was made and Time Division Multiplexing (first in the form of Pulse
Amplitude Modulation (PAM) was found to be a much more optimal technology for data
gathering purposes. This approach also evolved into PAM/PDM and brought forward the
first decommutators. As time moved forward and more data points were required, Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM) was born. At this point, ground stations as we would know
them began. RF receivers, bit synchronizers, and decommutators began to appear. Now
that there was a substantial quantity of data to be acquired, such problems as archiving,
displaying, and processing data came to the forefront of the ground station systems
designer’s mind. Tape recorders and computers began to appear, and with them —
software.

With the advent of “high-level” languages to assist in simplifying programmers’ tasks, the
first requirements for data sharing became evident. Real-time operating systems were the
rage, and people who had mini-computers thought that they had it made. Yet, as always,
increasing data requirements soon made these systems obsolete.

Soon, another factor started a revolution in telemetry ground station processing systems
— UNIX. Many people believed that a UNIX-based system could never be used to
replace the true interrupt-driven real-time operating systems. But as time has shown, with
the proper design parameters in place and a substantial increase in processing power, non-
real-time operating systems can be used to operate telemetry ground stations.



There has long been a trend to consolidate processing power downwards. What was once
a room full of racks was converted to a rack full of boxes, with rack functionality moved
to a single box. Those boxes were then redesigned into individual cards to fit within a
single box. Today, distributed processing and open systems architecture are the norm. No
longer can a single unit fill the needs of the larger ground telemetry processing centers.
Industry and government standards rule the day.

The general flow for new systems design has been:

• Increasing complexity of test vehicles
• Increases in data requirements
• Fundamental changes in technology
• New program starts

TRENDS

The Effect of Increasing Data Rates on Future Systems Design

As has practically always been the case, the large increase in the required amount of
telemetry data to be processed has been, and will continue to be, the deciding factor in
either upgrading or entirely replacing a telemetry ground station. Currently, this trend is
mainly driven by the integration of testing on-board computers and high bandwidth
frequency data.

In conjunction with the growing rate of telemetered test data and the reduced availability of
L- and S-Band spectrum in the United States, many considerations have to be accounted
for in next-generation systems design. At the least, large test range systems will have to
have much more functionality than they currently do to be able to reduce new telemetry
schemes while providing support for the next generation of testing.

The reduction in new aircraft programs will provide no relief to the test community, as
funding moves toward the testing of weapons systems to support current and legacy
aircraft. These "next-generation" weapons typically have highly complex sensors,
collecting large amounts of data that will require new methods of acquisition and
processing:

• 15 - 20 Mb for aircraft flight testing (telemetered)
• 80 – 120 Mb for aircraft flight testing (on-board recorded)
• 20 – 35 Mb for advanced missile flight testing (telemetered)
• 250 Mb for space payload data



The Effect of Computational and Processing Power on Future Systems Design

Computational power is growing logarithmically. The same computers that fill our aircraft
and missiles with ever-expanding intelligence and data acquisition systems will also fill our
telemetry ground stations. These increases in computational speed need to be considered
in the design phase of any future system.

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) is predicting that by the year 2000, a 10-terraflop
processor will be achievable. By 2003, that number will go to 100 terraflops. Granted,
these numbers are for large system configurations located in places like Sandia National
Laboratories and NSWCDD Dahlgren, and not in the flight test centers of the current
MTRFB. However, these same increases can be extrapolated from existing systems, and
therefore so can the data rates expected of test vehicles.

These kinds of processing predictions will raise some obvious questions for the systems
designer:

• How much expansion can the current system achieve?
• Will the system be of an open architecture design that will allow for technology

enhancements as they become available?
• What amount of expansion capability should be specified in the preliminary design?

When determining what types of hardware should be specified in a distributed processing
system for flight test, the use of commercial standard processors will ensure much better
life cycle costs. In addition, there will be a larger selection of available hardware,
decreased downtime, an easier transition to new technology, and the ability to adapt to
changing requirements without having to redesign or provide for expensive and complex
custom engineering in-house.

The Effect of Network Technology on Future Systems Design

The ability to propagate data faster once it has reached the ground station is also a
consideration. The future ground station will not always reside in one room. A tendency to
provide real-time data to users located remotely from the traditional mission control center
is already occurring. Sharing of data and processes across inter-service and company
boundaries through such high-speed networks as ATM, 100BaseT, and fibre channel is
becoming a reality. Data schemes need to be easily integrated into these local area
networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WANs). Data migration paths of the future will
be based on current network standards to assist in the reduction of costly interface
requirements and custom software and hardware.



Higher reliance on test data shared through networks with hardware-independent software
packages and formats such as Java, High-Level Architecture (HLA), and other object-
oriented languages will assist in the decision of the future telemetry systems designer to
consider new implementations of telemetry schemes like packet telemetry.

Since the volume of data being acquired is increasing, corresponding network pipelines
will have to increase to accommodate the flow. The following types of technologies have
to be considered when defining system architecture:

• Network structure
• Data rates (allowing for 100% growth)
• Digital switch requirements
• Cost
• Types of data (video, voice, raw telemetry)

The Effect of Object-Oriented Languages on Future Systems Design

The trend toward merging modeling and simulation (M&S) data with real-time telemetry in
both the military and commercial test communities is real and ongoing. One of the greatest
challenges the systems designer will face in the coming decade will be deciding on how to
accommodate interfacing these two traditionally diverse data hardware and software sets.

In the M&S community, software engineers tend to think of their simulations as a group
of codes generally defined as objects. They generate software that defines these objects
based on standards. There are generally two standards associated with object-oriented
languages that are recognized today: Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) and High-Level Architecture (HLA), with the latter being defined by the DoD.

Telemetry systems designers need to be aware of these new middleware standards and
attempt to leave certain "hooks" in their overall systems design to allow for future
compatibility with simulation data. HLA allows for entity-based, real-time, distributed,
decentralized, message-based interaction of simulations. The nature of current distributed
telemetry systems allows for an easier interface to these types of languages as they already
have the network capabilities and message-based data propagation applications software
integral to them.

The Effect of Standards on Future Systems Design

Systems designers have long used standards to assist in the development process. In large
systems design, where a multitude of equipment and applications are linked together to



form a heterogeneous network of interfaces and processes, standards ensure an easier
integration of COTS equipment.

Since one of the primary considerations of the current telemetry systems designer should
be to achieve a system architecture that is both open and flexible, the use of standards
should be one of the prime driving forces. Using standards allows the integration effort to
be achieved within a common framework of hardware and software. The ability to change
out components within the defined framework achieves both cost-savings and reduced
development times. Since telemetry system manufacturers tend to design toward future
standards, adherence to COTS and government standards should provide a more reliable
growth path and allow for expansion to occur within the system based on future
requirements.

Industry and DoD standards have been beneficial to the overall design of current telemetry
systems. Military specifications, the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG), the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the Instrument Society of America
(ISA), and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) are the pre-eminent
standards associations to which the telemetry systems designer will have to adhere, with
military and IRIG standards having the most applicability.

It is important to choose standards that will both fit with the systems designer’s customer
requirements/needs (i.e.; the flight test ranges and engineering departments within their
own organizations) and still ensure enough flexibility to have support from commercial
vendors. It should be noted that poorly supported standards may preclude access to off-
the-shelf components, therefore driving up cost and severely limiting selection.

As with all cutting-edge technology, systems designers may sometimes find that current
standards are insufficient to satisfying customer requirements. This tends to create a
dilemma of in-house design versus commercial procurement of hardware/software with an
additional amount of non-recurring engineering (NRE). If the systems designer is working
with a large commercial vendor, then early communication of high-level requirements can
often prevent starting down an unsupportable path.

The following objectives should be addressed when choosing standards for systems
design:

• Ensure that the fewest amount of interfaces possible are defined
• Maximize the use of off-the-shelf components
• Adhere to potential customer requirements
• Measure cost benefits versus risks



The Effects of Linking Distributed or Non-Distributed Simulations to Real-Time
Telemetry on Future Systems Design

In the large government test ranges, such as Edwards AFB, Eglin AFB, and Paxtuxent
River NATC, the linking of distributed simulations and live real-time telemetry is an
ongoing effort. The GWEF, CCF, and PRIMES facilities at Eglin AFB are prime
examples of locations where systems that have been independent for many years have
come together to define and provide dedicated architectures and processes for the sharing
of real-time and simulated data.

Reasons to strive for such compatibility include, but are not limited to:

• Reducing open-air test costs
• Continuing repeatability
• More efficient use of manpower/labor
• Improving simulation fidelity

The overall objective is to be able to provide data to the CCF that closely resembles real-
time telemetry. Integrated data includes Time Space Position Indicated (TSPI), serial
PCM, and 2- and 3-dimensional display data. This variety makes for a large integration
effort. Ignoring the technical risks associated with poor telemetry data quality and legacy
hardware and software, this Eglin example aptly demonstrates an ongoing trend in the
military flight test community.

Similar systems are starting to be designed in the commercial flight test arena. The linking
of "iron bird" hardware and man-in-the-loop (MITL) simulations with real-time test data
will become more commonplace over the decade. Reduced test costs, improved pilot
training tools, and shared processing resources will only be some of the benefits realized.

Future telemetry systems designers need to address several areas to prepare for the
eventual "integration" of simulated data with their telemetry ground stations. They must:

• Provide alternate high-speed network switch capabilities for future integration and
growth

• Consider co-locating simulations facilities with flight test facilities to reduce facility
infrastructure and manpower

• Attempt to share data through established middleware standards such as HLA or
CORBA

• Reduce life-cycle costs by only using established industry leaders and defined
common standards



• Attempt to share common graphical display and visualization tools, therefore reducing
duplicated software design and maintenance

• Leverage hardware-independent graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to the largest extent
possible with current technologies such as Java and HTML

The Effect of Video on Future Systems Design

Today’s weapons and advanced avionics used for instrumented landings have integrated
sensors built into their design. These sensors, whether infrared, radar, laser, video, or
thermal, typically generate large amounts of asynchronous data. In many instances, this
data was previously telemetered as a secondary RF link. The necessary reduction in size
for both performance and cost reasons has often in turn necessitated the reduction to a
single telemetry stream. A single stream reduces the need for secondary antennas and
receivers at the ground processing stations.

Many current flight test requirements mandate the ability to acquire, telemeter, and archive
high-speed video data. These signals are typically transformed into digital streams at the
sensor or immediately after, before introduction into the telemetry system. Large
asynchronous data streams like video and sensor data do lend themselves to packet-type
telemetry applications, as partial data losses can be acceptable for some types of
applications. Examples include such instances as telemetered heads up display (HUD)
information used for test and training purposes, or camera information that is backed up
by on-board instrumentation. Further implementation of video compression can improve
bandwidth efficiency and reduce data loss.

Multiple techniques, such as Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), Motion Picture
Experts Group (MPEG), Fractal, and Wavelet types, reside in the digital domain and
could be employed as bandwidth-limiting methods. Since these are already in use for
many commercial applications, induction into packet-type telemetry schemes can be
accomplished in many cases with COTS solutions.

The Effect of Platform-Independent Software on Future Systems Design

As distributed processing becomes the norm for systems design, display packages that
can leverage hardware-independent methods to provide both analysis and processing
tools will come to the fore. The use of the World Wide Web as a method to review flight
data will become more commonplace. System developers will begin to look for methods
to broadcast data from telemetry processors over networks to give remote users access to
either real-time or at least near real-time data.



The Effect of Increasing Spectral Efficiency on Future Systems Design

Current programs are underway to help develop the simulation tools necessary to analyze
the performance of advanced bandwidth modulation techniques. This knowledge is
necessary to help understand effects such as Doppler profiles, delay spreads, multi-path
intensity, and so on. Along with the trend to reduce bandwidth via improved modulation,
technology to pack data into the serial RF pipeline will be continually developed and
improved. The trend in the telemetry product industry will be to tightly couple these radio
frequency needs directly into the front end and processing systems. While the ability to
reduce the size and therefore cost of RF equipment is gaining great strides by leveraging
current telecommunications technology, the greatest benefits can be achieved by
integration at the box level.

Other techniques, such as data compression, will start to find their way into telemetry
ground stations. Sorting out such issues as compression loss and whether to place
compression equipment up or downstream of encryption equipment will have to occur via
industry and government testing. Regardless, ensuring adequate processing power to
handle compression requirements as they happen will only occur if the systems designer
has the foresight to plan ahead.

Last but not least, as data cycle map/format optimization techniques become available, the
trend will be toward filling in the more efficiently packed frame, rather than reducing the
spectral occupancy of the user's allocated bandwidth.

The Effect of Increasing Recording Technology on Future Systems Design

The change from the traditional analog recording methods of the past for testing has been
swift. The current trend toward digital recording methods and a movement from
longitudinal to rotary head recorders continues. As test requirements and therefore data
rates increase, so do subsequent design parameters. Current recorder types and schemes
include:

• Rotary head VLDS
• VHS
• 8mm cassette
• Optical disk
• Streaming tape
• Exobyte
• WB Group II (analog)
• DCRsi (proprietary)



It is important for the telemetry systems designer to adequately understand data
requirements up front to provide not only sufficient storage medium and archiving rates,
but also to address such other factors as cost, future growth, multiplexer requirements,
long-term maintenance, and life cycle costs.

Ensuring that future systems have adequate commercial standard outputs, such as Ultra
SCSI, FDDI, Ethernet, and ATM, will allow for a greater variety of products from which
to choose. Determining whether to use raw or processed EU, or a combination of both
will help to define recorder type just as much as data rates and media cost. Will there be a
requirement to control recorders remotely? How will data be time correlated and what is
the frequency response? Are there inherent latencies in the chosen archiving methods? Will
there have to be compatibility with on-board recorders? What types of post-test access
methods will be required for playback?

The trend is definitely toward smaller, faster, and more inexpensive options. Commercial
technologies developed from medical and satellite imaging will continue to assist recorder
manufacturers with IR&D plans. The desire to provide direct computer access through
data mining techniques and the spread of packet telemetry as an alternate to analog data
archiving will also change the way we look at recorders in the future.

The Effect of Command and Control Systems on Future Systems Design

One futuristic scenario that will lend itself well to the development of future telemetry
ground stations will be the adaptation of real-time command and control links. In this
scenario, command and control software such as return link and forward link from the
satellite community will be integrated into the flight tester's mission control facility.

Flexibility and instantaneous adaptable telemetry bandwidths will become commonplace.
The transmission of only what is needed by the ground processing system will decrease
data rates and therefore improve spectral efficiency. The adjustment of not only what is
transmitted, but also such issues as bit rates and transmit frequencies could be handled.
Next-generation airborne processors could improve this dynamic data selection. The
retransmission of bad data packets cannot be accomplished without these command and
control links and therefore the quality of data necessary to conduct the vast majority of
flight tests cannot be achieved without the integration of this infrastructure.

Implementation of the existing CCSDS 700 Advanced Orbiting System (AOS) processing
types or even the 100/200 Telecommand type would ease this transition for the flight
tester, as these are already supportable at various test facilities and have commercial-off-
the-shelf hardware and software solutions available today.



The Effect of Packet Telemetry Methods on Future Systems Design

With the trend in the scientific and space communities toward packet telemetry schemes,
the systems designer should make some provisions to ensure adequate processing power
and sufficient network bandwidth for the propagation of packet-type data.

Benefits of packet-type telemetry for flight testing include:

• More efficient use of limited bandwidth
• Separation of application-dependent layers from transport protocols
• The ability to leverage commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technology
• Treatment of systems as nodes on a network
• The integration of simulated data with real-time data
• The integration of telemetered data into the virtual realm
• The integration of telemetered data into training exercises
• The ability to move non-standard communications protocols and techniques through a

standard interface
• Reduced costs

Drawbacks of packet-type telemetry for flight testing include:

• Data timing reconstruction
• Data latency
• Overhead requirements
• Data losses with single direction transmission systems
• Sensors sampling at the same data rates (should attempt some sort of packet

commonality to reduce latency)
• Data losses

It is important for the designer to address the previous issues and attempt to provide for
the ability to grow into packet-type schemes when they become more standardized in the
flight test community. Working with established telemetry system manufacturers will
reduce the amount of R&D spent in-house and provide a lower risk scenario for future
systems expansion.



CONCLUSION

Many factors affect the design of new telemetry systems. Factors that will lead the
systems designer toward the successful next-generation system include:

• Using commercial and military standards while ensuring the fewest differing interfaces
possible

• Maximizing the use of commercial-off-the-shelf components
• Scaling for twice the highest data rates
• Standardizing on single network solutions, which provides for alternate unique

requirements such as video, voice, and raw data
• Providing hooks for future object-oriented languages that will assist in integrating

simulation and training data streams and sources
• Co-locating ground stations with other computer facilities to reduce infrastructure
• Sharing common graphical display tools and displays, preferably using platform-

independent architectures like Java and HLA
• Planning for the future integration of spectrally efficient RF schemes and format

optimization techniques
• Attempting to reduce analog recording requirements by pushing for all-digital

acquisitions and recorders
• Ensuring adequate growth potential for command and control links and bi-directional

communication with articles under test
• Providing for the processing of packet telemetry methods

Hopefully, these preparations will allow systems designers to reduce the risk in their next-
generation systems while maintaining adequate growth potential and an adequate price
versus performance return on investment.
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